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About This Software

A vector field is a uniform grid of vectors that can be used to influence the motion of particles. Basically, each point on a 3D
grid imparts a force on nearby particles. Vector fields can be used to make super cool particle effects, but the fields aren't easy
to make themselves: typically fields are painstakingly authored by some arcane process in 3D software or by a generator script.

Painting them in VR is much more intuitive. Vector Field Painter lets you do that, and is also usable with keyboard and mouse if
you don't have VR gear.

This tool lets you paint and visualise 3D vector fields in real-time, inspect the results from all directions, and save them out to
.FGA format for use in other software, or your own games. You can also import your own existing vector fields, modify them in
the tool and save them out again. This could save you a lot of time if you're already making use of vector fields, or make them

more accessible to you if you aren't yet.

This tool is made in Unreal Engine 4 and includes its UE4 project files and code, so you can make your own modifications to
the tool, or, if you're working on a UE4 project yourself, you can import the entire tool into your project and paint vector fields

in your own environments, onto and around your own objects.

The tool is reliably performant editing vector fields up to a resolution of 16x16x16 (4096 grid points); performance creating
vector fields at higher resolutions depends on your hardware and whether you're using VR mode. Default options go up to

64x64x64 (262,144 grid points); the UE4 project files can be modified to allow higher resolutions.
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Compleat\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Do not get.. VR | Oculus Rift | GTX 1060 Gmaeplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YntJego45go

My Thoughts:
A good first time experience in VR horror and cheap as chips!

Game Details:
The Visitor is a VR horror experience about an unexpected visitor calling to your door in the middle of the night. The game
relies heavily on atmosphere, utilizing a dark environment to make the player both as nervous and uncomfortable as possible..
very good and responsive vr-drumset! would love to have a spacebar-kickdrum solution like Paradiddle has,though..that
said,brilliant vr drums with even the recording studio enviroments of Tool and Pink Floyd! get it.
9\/10 (spacebar kickdrum;). Don't take it as I didn't like the game as I'm more neutral on this. So I wish they had a neutral
button. But the game is good just could be improved. I gave an honest review on it, I hope you have the spare time to watch it as
it could give you more idea's with what to do on the game. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GQYbmXR-VCs. utter trash,i
was lost for ever looking to get out of the world of houses. What is this game? Like 4-5 generations back and you still expect
people to pay $60 like its the newest one out? Are you out of your god d*** minds? I would recommend this game but these
prices are f****** ridiculous.. Reminiscent of old NES classics, Oniken is a tough-as-nails game which relies on twitch action
and pattern memorization. And, well, it's pretty damn fun! It's really hard on your first way through, but learning the stages bit
by bit is one in a whole part of the fun.

If you like the kind of old-school game in the vein of Ninja Gaiden, Shinobi and Castlevania (or even modern classics like
Super Meat Boy), you'll probably like this one.
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A nice game. Good graphics and gameplay. Challenging and great for casual fun.. Heart broken....
I love the game, it is by far the best Rugby League game out even for Union fans it's loads of fun but the DRM is killing any
pros it has.
I've had nothing but errors trying to start the game and from all accounts I'm not the only one, their own forums are full of the
same errors by other members even the Steam Hub forums report the exact same errors with 0 responce from Big Ant.. I'm
afraid I cannot reccommend this as there is very little to it, hand position and object grabbing are all wrong, at least with the
vive wands.
Also, performance problems. My 1070 was the bottleneck and had immense trouble running it, yielding frame times in excess
of 20ms.
The game itself is okay for such a low price, but nothing great either.. Admittedly I didn't get very far but I didn't want to. 15
days suffers from that directionless feel some Click'n'points have. The puzzles need to be completed not because of any in
world reason- (I wasn't allowed to get in the car until I phoned an old friend to just talk shop. This apparently is neccessary for
the stor, even though it has no apparent effect on the next part and could be done upon return as well.) This means puzzles aren't
intuitive and instead rely on the player interacting in every possible way with any interactive object to make sure they can open
the next door. 'Puzzles' can be as simple as 'hey, pass me that item that is right next to me'. There's no reward to doing tasks like
that- it's minimal interaction to prevent the entire thing being one very awkward cutscene.
I don't mind the graphics for the time the game was made, although it does suffer from occasional animation glitches meaning
your character will jump from standing, to sitting in the chair, to standing again. It also makes the conversations between
characters feel incredibly awkward, especially for characters with more wooden voice actors.

When the game crashed I didn't load it back up.. >complaining about getting 4 beautifully made skins for 8 bucks
>spending 20 bucks or more on a single skin in csgo
ok lol
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